10th Intercultural Seminar

International Teams and Their Future

Facilitators

Colette Ricketts - Project management teams
Deputy Director of the ITER Organization Project Control Office.
What are the major elements that need to be considered when forming a successful international project management delivery culture?

Chen Chen - Chinese perspectives
Organizational Development Officer, Human Resources Department, ITER Organization
International teams in China

Carolina Serrano-Archimi - Leading intercultural teams to success
Professor of Organizational Behavior at Aix-Marseille Graduate School of Management
What is missing to lead international and intercultural teams successfully?

Shira Tabachnikoff - The future of communication in international teams
Stakeholder Relations and Internal Communications Manager at ITER Organization
Impactful communication in 21st century organizations

Aneeqa Khan - Dismantling the old boy network: achieving and sustaining true representation in your team
Science Division of ITER, Head of the ITER's women network
How to achieve diversit in your team (race, gender, sexuality, ...). How we can build and maintain a positive environment for everyone?

Shawn Simpson - What is a team?
Training Project Manager, Agence Iter France, Professor at IAU.
Profiles of teams in the future

Reserved to 100 participants. Please register by clicking here.